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UK Commitment to Nuclear Power
• 2000 UK Government persuaded of the need to
build nuclear power plants
– Had spent a decade preparing the population
– Nuclear power is now a more popular option in the UK
than in France. (Source: European Commission Eurobarometer 324 March 2010).

• 2010 HMG announced plans to allow construction of up
to 12 new (replacement) reactors over a decade
– there was no public outcry.

• Sizewell B, commissioned in 1995, is still the most
recently constructed operating NPP in Europe.
• RCUK h
has a currentt university
i
it b
based
d fifission
i research
h
portfolio of ~ £50M.

UK Nuclear Energy Capability
• Diverse fleet of reactors with improved availability factor and
higher burn-up of fuel. This requires continuous regulatory
focused R&D.
R&D
• Well exercised Regulator that is being transformed to address a
new build
b ild programme while
hil considering
id i lif
life extension.
t
i
• As a pioneer nation in nuclear energy, the UK is world-leading in
decommissioning and site clean-up.
• The UK nuclear renaissance has created a surge
g of interest
within UK industry (as it develops the supply chain) and in
companies from abroad – nuclear is a corporate activity.
• UK based companies, Government labs and Universities employ
2,500 Research Engineers & Scientists:
– NNL (550), Doosan Babcock (50) Rolls Royce (230), AMEC (200), Serco (300),
Babcock (50), AWE (500), Universities (350).

UK Nuclear Generating Capacity
Magnox: Gen I, graphite moderated, CO2 cooled, natural
uranium metal fuel in a magnesium cladding, low burn‐
up. Two left.
AGR: Gen II , graphite moderated, CO2 cooled, UO2 fuel
in a stainless steel cladding, medium burn‐up. The
majority of our generating capacity.
PWR: H2O cooled and moderated, UO2 fuel in a
zirconium metal cladding, high burn‐up. One at present
but more in the immediate future – probably.

UK Nuclear Generating Capacity

From British Energy presentation 2009: Nuclear Workhorses

Research Councils UK (RCUK)
Promotion of an Academic Nuclear
Renaissance in the UK
• When did it start? (building on BNFL centres)
• How did the UK Research Councils go
about
b
re‐energising
i i the
h U
University
i
i sector??
• Where are they now – what policies will
be follow?
• Why was it (is it) considered to be so
critical to a renaissance?

Keeping the Nuclear
Option Open
Towards a Sustainable
Energy Economy
g
Programme
The first consortium & most
significant research funding
for a generation

Objectives
• Make research contributions to nuclear power
to improve cost
cost, safety and acceptability
• Maintain the expertise necessary for the UK to
remain an informed customer
• Develop tools that contribute towards a whole
system approach to nuclear power generation

Sellafield MAGNOX Sludge Ponds

Corroded Mg Cladding; Radionuclides; Organic Material
Contents of ponds must be treated, but distribution of radionuclides within
system is unknown and currently impossible to predict
predict.
 AT PRESENT THESE WASTES CANNOT BE TREATED

Research Topics in WP3
•

Multi-scale modeling of particulate systems

 Atomic scale models [Imperial]
 Thermodynamic models [Manchester]
 Process scale models [Leeds]
•

Engineering properties

 Microscopic-macroscopic links
[Imperial/Leeds]
 Transport
T
and
d Rheology
Rh l
[L d /Sh ffi ld]
[Leeds/Sheffield]
•

Waste reactivity

 W
Waste
t hosts
h t and
d wasteforms
t f
[Sheffield/Manchester]
 Gen IV wastes [Imperial/Sheffield]
 Waste interactions [Manchester/Sheffield]

Situation by the End of KNOO
• Research Consortia ‐ £7.8M
• Training Consortia ‐ £11.3M
• Nuclear Waste ‐ £6.1M
• People ‐ £0.6M
£0 6M
• Capability
p
y ‐ £8.2M
• Responsive mode ‐ £3.4M
• Public understanding ‐ £2.3M
• International ‐ £1.3M
£1 3M
Source: S. Elsby, EPSRC, March 2011

Situation by the End of KNOO
Examples of Research Council consortia in
operation
• Computational Modelling for advanced Nuclear Power Plants,
£1.6M Jun
Jun-14
14
• Fundamentals of current and future uses of nuclear graphite,
£1.3M Mar-14
• MBase: The Molecular Basis of Advanced Nuclear Fuel
Separations, £1.3M Mar-13
• Nuclear Data: Fission Yields, Decay Heat and Neutron
Reaction Cross Sections, £0.6M Jun-14
• P
Performance
f
and
d Reliability
R li bilit off M
Metallic
t lli M
Materials
t i l ffor N
Nuclear
l
Fission Power Generation, £1.8M Jun-14
• Advanced Technologies and Modelling Capabilities to Improve
the Safety and Performance of Nuclear Fuel, £1.2M Mar-14
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Future Directions for RCUK Nuclear Fission
Other calls we are running in this spending review
period:
i d
Joint call with NDA in area of Geological disposal of
nuclear
l
waste
t (£4
(£4m))
Current probable new activities:
• Non-Proliferation and the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
• Materials in Extreme Environments
• Gen IV activities
Promote international engagement:
g g
International
focus currently on: Europe, US, Far East & India

What’s the rest of the UK
Establishment Doing?
• Royal Society Reports: The future of nuclear
power and best practice for managing spent fuel.
• TSB and other government funding
• Industry funding: Rolls Royce UTP, EdF
sponsorships Lloyd Register etc
sponsorships,
etc.
• Government
Go e
e Reviews
e e s & Reports:
epo s e
e.g.
g Cab
Cabinet
e
Office, Road to 2010, HoL, UK Nuclear
q
out to 2050.
Research Requirements

The future of nuclear power and best practice
f managing
for
i spentt fuel
f l (Oct
(O t 2011)
Royal Society Working Group on the nuclear fuel cycle and
non-proliferation
• Concerns that a nuclear renaissance may facilitate
proliferation and introduce other security risks, leading to
renewed interest in:
1. Proliferation resistant fuel cycles.
2. International fuel cycle arrangements.
• Royal Society set up a Working Group in 2010 to consider the
potential and limitations of these options; identifying factors
l di tto b
leading
bestt practice
ti iin th
the managementt off spentt ffuel.
l

A taste of the report discussion: example
Factors affecting international disposal
Geological disposal is necessary for every nuclear power programme
Current premise - waste management must be on a national basis:
– each country is responsible for its own waste management
– avoids perceptions any country being nuclear waste dump.
HOWEVER
─ Will every country have suitable geology to host a GDF?
─ Will every country produce large enough volumes of spent fuel
to justify the costs of a GDF?
In some circumstances,
circumstances international approaches could provide:
– safest and most secure option for a country to manage its
waste.
– ‘not in my backyard’ not insurmountable- some local
communities have still volunteered to host national GDF
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Neutron diffraction application

 Quantify the distribution and magnitude of residual stresses present in bifurcation components
after the fabrication cycle.
 The measurements are used to validate a finite element model being used to simulate the
complete fabrication process and cyclic service load‐history

Degradation of Zr alloys in service
Zr-4 tube sample
(1.7 μm oxide)

FIB 3D imaging
Several hundred
individual images 20
by 5 microns
combined to make an
image of the cracks
and
d off the
th metal/oxide
t l/ id
interface morphology

Work of Chris Grovenor et al.

Zr oxidation – advanced specimen
preparation
ti techniques:
t h i
FIB
TEM cross-sections
ti
of whole oxide thickness

Atom P
At
Probe
b specimens
i
containing oxide/metal interface

TEM of interface microstructure as a
function of oxidation time
Zircaloy-4

Zr-4 tube: 360 OC for 90 days;
y
scale thickness ~ 1.7 µm

APT and TEM analysis of metal/oxide interface
as a function of alloy and oxidation time
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Maximising Research Impact

Manufacturing Capability ‐ ‘Valley of Death’
MCRL 4 ‐ 6

Product Challenges
• New materials

• Novel geometry
• Tighter specifications
• Safety & environmental needs



Universities have little experience



Industry finds this time consuming and
expensive
p
((especially
p
y SME’s))

Business Challenges



Going it alone limits derived benefits

• Lower Operational & material costs



Research often fails to reach the market

• Improved process capability
• Reducing
R d i PI Lead
L d times
ti
• Delivery adherence

Faster Time to
Market
Product
Differentiation

Develop new capability to remain competitive
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Failure to Implement
Source: Rolls‐Royce

Nuclear AMRC

Summary
1. Nuclear power will be a growing part of the UK energy mix.
2. The UK is engaged in a dramatic nuclear renaissance,
academically, industrially and in regulation and capacity build.
3. Universities are collaborating in new courses and research
capability
p
y to underpin
p new nuclear build with skills development,
p
,
targeted research using advanced computational and
experimental techniques developed over the last two decades.
4. Maximising research impact requires a strategic link between
researchers developers and end users of technology.
researchers,
technology
p
in nuclear power
p
5. The extreme environment experienced
generation provide – arguably – the most diverse, exciting and
rewarding research environment imaginable.

